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Pachyderm powerhouse

performance
Lucy Monro

There is no bigger form of the game than elephant polo and the annual World
Championship is the biggest tournament of them all. As far as pachyderm prowess goes,
the best is to be found on the polo field on the jungle fringe at Meghauly in southern Nepal.
Now in its 26th year, the tournament founded more than a quarter of a century ago by AV
Jim Edwards and James Manclark has become the stuff of legend and the 2007 renewal
proved quite literally the biggest ever in every way.
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clockwise from top: Chopard Hong Kong, captained by Dave Garcia, are crowned
2008 World Champions; Chivas Scotland delivered some spectacular play for a welldeserved silver; Peter ‘Powershot’ Prentice celebrates what is being hailed as the best
elephant polo goal EVER!; Chopard in hot pursuit in the final; Raj Kalaan defends the Chivas
goal with a skilful backhand.
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record-breaking 12 teams from ten countries spread across
four continents made the journey to Nepal to contest WEPA
2007 in pursuit of the elephant polo equivalent of the Holy Grail.
Ultimately, on their second appearance at the tournament,
Chopard Hong Kong, captained by businessman and racehorse
owner Dave Garcia, beat six-time champions Chivas Scotland in
the final to be crowned as the new World Champions at the end
of five days that produced some of the most stunning play in
the history of the sport, the goal that is being hailed as ‘the best
elephant polo goal in the world… EVER!’, and the customary
annual tiger sighting on the way to the field.
In the inaugural Chopard Olympic Cup an amateur squad
from the home team Tiger Tops Tuskers thwarted a rookie
Australian team in their first bid for a world elephant polo title.
The Aussies were, in their own words, “gutted”, but elephant
polo, perhaps more than any other sport, is as much about
taking part as winning.
Extraordinary in every way the World Elephant Polo
Championships brings a dedicated, and wonderfully eccentric,
group of entrepreneurs, businessmen, bankers, hoteliers,
polo players and supporters together each year in one of the
most remote, and startlingly beautiful, places on the planet to
play a game about which all who take part are passionate to
the extreme.

“Chopard Hong Kong beat six-

time champions Chivas Scotland
in the final to be crowned as the

”

new World Champions.

The sport’s heavyweights were out in force with Chivas
Scotland, captained by WEPA Vice-Chairman, Peter Prentice,
jointly top-seeded with the Nepalese National Parks squad
led by Ram Pritt Yadev. The favourites for the world title
also included the home team, Tiger Tops Tuskers, Ceylon
Elephant Polo Championship title holders, Tickle and the
Ivories, Capitol Pachyderms from the United States - a
squad that boasted defending title holder David Wildridge
and three-goaler Fergus (Gus) Prentice - and the very
experienced Indian Tigers captained by Tia Rongsen. The
British Gurkhas, led by Captain Sarah Marshall who proved
a super-striker in 2006, were also among those considered
in with the best chance, as was Chopard Hong Kong which
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The man
charged with making tough decisions,
umpire Prabal Thapa; Chivas Scotland,
left to right, Chris Stafford, Raj Kalaan,
Geoffrey Dobbs, Ricky Smith and Peter
Prentice; Judged the Best Dressed of
the tournament, Airey & Wheeler sported
Saville Row strips.
had made a good showing last year and boasted Swiss polo
player Roland Buser among its number.
Joining the experienced veterans were new teams from
Scotland - the Caledonian Cavaliers, the Bahamas - Airey &
Wheeler captained by defending Olympic Quaiche Champion
Christopher Johnson, a rookie team from Australia under the
patronage of ‘Hungry’ Jack Cowin who were so determined
to claim a world title that they brought a Channel 9 TV crew
with them to record their bid for stardom, and a British
posse - Andrew Martin, that included Russian polo player
Roman Spiridonov.
It’s a knockout - powerplay
Day one dawned traditionally misty as the players climbed
aboard their elephants to be led onto the field by Shamsher
Guz, the massive Umpire Elephant, draped in his ceremonial
finery and carrying the man with a lot of tough decisions to
make, umpire Prabal Thapa. Chopard Hong Kong got off to
a good start against Tickle and the Ivories with a 7:4 win,
the Australian Elephant Polo Team, captained by Michael
Loughman, beat Andrew Martin 1:0 and in a surprising result
the British Gurkhas drew 2:2 against the much-fancied Tiger
Tops Tuskers.
Next up were the very experienced Capitol Pachyderms
and Scottish rookies Caledonian Cavaliers. The heavily
26
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handicapped Pachyderms gave the Caledonians five goals
to start, but no one doubted that the American squad would
make short work of claiming the concession back and all
eyes were on three-goaler Gus Prentice. Veteran elephant
polo player David Wildridge, who played in 2006 on James
Manclark’s victorious Angus Estates team, was the first to
score for the Pachyderms. David and Gus proved to be the
formidable pair that all expected them to be and after just
three minutes the scoreboard read 5:3. Gus delivered a
further two goals almost immediately to bring the tally level.
He continued his onslaught on the Caledonian goal and by
the end of the first chukka the Pachyderms led by 8:5. The
dominance continued in the second half and, by the end of
the game, Gus had led his squad to a 10:5 victory over the
men from Glasgow.
The fifth match of the day saw the brightest teams make
their way onto the pitch as Chivas Regal, resplendent in
their customary neon-bright amber lined up against the
Saville Row-clad Airey & Wheeler. In pastel lemon-yellow
knitted shirts emblazoned with turquoise numbers and
elephant logos paired with matching off-white jeans, the
boys from the Bahamas were so chic that play almost
seemed irrelevant!
Stylish or not this was a serious match and everyone
concerned knew it. The Chivas squad was a formidable

one comprising Peter Prentice - known in 2006 as ‘the
unstoppable’, Col. Raj Kalaan (the Silver Fox), captain of
the Indian polo team for more than two decades, Chris
Stafford - founder of the Kings Cup Thailand Elephant
Polo Tournament, Geoffrey Dobbs - founder of the Ceylon
Elephant Polo Tournament and Ricky Smith, who had played
very successfully for Chopard Hong Kong the previous year.
Among the Airey & Wheeler
catwalk
kings
was
the
Australian one-goaler Janek
Gazecki upon whom much
attention was focussed.
In a match in which
Janek, and also Karta Singh
Healey proved great hitters,
Chivas drew the first blood
and continued, despite some
expert defence from Airey
& Wheeler, as a force to be
reckoned with resulting in a 9:5 win that Peter described as,
“A slightly stuttering start, but good enough”, as he came
off the pitch.
The final game of the first day was another crucial battle
with the Indian Tigers lining up against the much-feared
National Parks. A team comprising mahouts (elephant drivers)

who play elephant polo regularly, the National Parks squad
have triumphed some six times in the history of the tournament
under Ram Pritt’s leadership and are considered by all who
play them to be formidable opponents.
Previously known as the Indian Tigresses, the normally
all-girl team morphed into the Indian Tigers for WEPA 2007
following the addition of men to the squad: Mark Heather,
Bjorn Richardson and Jason
Freidman - the men behind
the Kings Cup tournament
in Thailand. Under the very
experienced leadership of Tia
Rongsen supported by Sam
Prentice and Carolyn Syangbo,
there was no question that
the Tigers could well prove a
ferocious fighting force … and
they did.
National
Parks
scored
first, but some fearsome defence from Sam Prentice held
off further onslaught so that by half-time the Tigers were
ahead with everything to play for. In the second chukka Bjorn
delivered some tremendous shots with the result that, by the
final whistle, the Indian Tigers had secured their first victory of
the tournament 5:3 over their most feared opponents.

“Extraordinary in every way,

WEPA brings a dedicated group

of businessmen, polo players and

”

supporters together.
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With three out of six games yielding surprise results on
the first day, the tournament appeared wide open as players
headed homeward-bound into the jungle aboard their
lumbering mounts.
The second day of play-offs delivered further upset. The
British Gurkhas opened the day’s proceedings with a 5:5
draw against National Parks, Andrew Martin, largely due to
the prowess of Russian ice polo captain Roman Spridonov,
saw off Airey & Wheeler 6:2; the rookie but newly cleanshirted Caledonian Cavaliers (who were possibly inspired
by the arrival of at least part of their lost luggage the night
before) triumphed over Tickle and the Ivories 7:4 and the
newly macho Indian Tigers continued the upset trend by
beating Tiger Tops Tuskers 6:4. Among the more predictable
results Chivas Scotland beat Australia 8:5 and the Capitol
Pachyderms thwarted Chopard Hong Kong 9:6, despite their
heavy handicaps.
By the third and final day of the play-offs that would
decide which teams qualified for the World Cup and which
were relegated to contest the amateur Chopard Olympic Cup,
things had become serious for several teams but, despite
the rising pressure, the talk of the jungle was the morning’s
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clockwise from top Left: Janek Gazecki takes a penalty for Airey &
Wheeler; Gus Prentice reaches for possession for Capitol Pachyderns; Peter
Prentice in hot pursuit of Chopard in the final; Nepali schoolchildren are
enthusiastic elephant polo supporters; Chopard win possession in the final;
Chopard Hong Kong and Chivas Scotland parade prior to the start of the
final; Mahouts line the field with spare mallets watching the All Nepal Mahout
Challenge anxiously. A match in which the mahouts drive the elephant and
play, the Challenge is one of the WEPA highlights; Indian Tigers Sam Prentice
and Tia Rongsen; Peter Prentice, possibly the most entertaining elephant polo
commentator ever to hold a microphone!
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Kong drew 2:2 with the Caledonian Cavaliers prompting a
penalty shootout to decide World Cup quarter final places.
Ultimately Chivas Regal, Indian Tigers, National Parks,
Capitol Pachyderms, British Gurkhas, Tickle and the Ivories,
Andrew Martin and Chopard Hong Kong were to contest the
‘big one’ with the Australian Elephant Polo Team, Airey &
Wheeler, the Caledonian Cavaliers and Tiger Tops Tuskers
going forward to the Chopard Olympic Cup.
World Cup quarter finals - Chopard shine
through a strong field
And so, things got serious on the fourth day. National Parks,
under the very experienced leadership of Ram Pritt dispensed
with the American Capitol Pachyderms 9:5 in the first World Cup
quarter final without conceding a goal - indeed after four days of
play Ram Pritt’s men in yellow had yet to concede a single goal!
Similarly Chivas Scotland despatched the British Gurkhas
7:6 to secure their place in the semi-final and the Indian Tigers
delivered a thrilling performance to thrash the once much-fancied
Tickle and the Ivories 11:4. Chopard Hong Kong had been playing
consistently throughout and, notably, the Chivas team were
playing increasingly close attention to their potential opponents
as the tournament progressed. Dave Garcia’s squad wasted no
time seeing off Andrew Martin amidst some frenzied cheering
of “Chopard Hong Kong” from the enormous crowd of Nepali
school children on the jungle-side of the pitch who were quick
to follow the very polished routines of the Chopard Stick Chick
cheerleading performances!
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tiger sighting. Tigers, and the constant possibility of seeing
one, are as much a part of WEPA as the action on the field.
Tradition holds that one group of lucky players will spot a
tiger on the way to the polo field during every tournament
and 2007 proved no exception. In the morning mist an
obliging Royal Bengal leapt out of the jungle’s edge, roared
and mock-charged the Land Rover ferrying the earliest risers
to the polo field. The roar was heard from afar, the power
of its rumble matched only by the breadth of the smiles on
the faces of those who saw it. Most notably Jason Freidman
declared himself the “happiest man alive” and determined
that “nothing else mattered” now that he had seen a tiger in
the wild.
Revved up by the sighting, play got underway. Chivas
opened with a 6:5 win over Andrew Martin that left captain
Peter Prentice uttering the words, “They gave us a heck of
a game!” as he dismounted and the Indian Tigers, playing
superbly, saw off the British Gurkhas 6:4. Having secured
the maximum six points each in their league play-offs both
Chivas and the Indian Tigers were assured of a place in the
World Cup quarter finals. The rest had everything to play for.
With super-striker Gus Prentice under the weather and
constrained to the side lines the Capitol Pachyderms had a
battle on their hands against Tickle and the Ivories which,
despite the return of a severely under-normal-par Gus to the
elephant saddle in the second half, they couldn’t win. Airey &
Wheeler enjoyed better fortune and beat Australia, National
Parks triumphed over Tiger Tops Tuskers and Chopard Hong

FACING PAGE: The semi-final between National Parks and Chivas Scotland
produced the most remarkable play of the tournament - not surprisingly since both
teams have won the title six times previously.
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Chopard Olympic Cup semi finals - Antipodean
attack BY TV STARS
With the four places in the following day’s World Cup
semis confirmed, attention turned to the semi-finals for the
Chopard Olympic Cup. Following their team’s failure to qualify
for the World Cup quarters the highly experienced Kristjan
and Stine Edwards withdrew from the amateur championship
in favour putting up Britt Shaw, Sarah Knight, Jack Edwards
and James Batting - so a newly formed ‘rookie’ Tiger Tops
Tuskers line-up faced the immaculate Airey & Wheeler in the
first semi.
What could easily have proved a weakness turned out to be
a strength for Tiger Tops as, in a game that endured long periods
of ‘muddles in the middle’ while inexperienced players grappled
for possession, Airey & Wheeler’s key hitters Janek and Karta
had few opportunities to make a difference to the match and,
as Jack Edwards found the form that is expected of all Edwards
onboard an elephant, Tiger Tops Tuskers moved forward to
victory and a place in the final.
While the words “gutted” and “gutting” were uttered frequently
in the Airey & Wheeler camp the Australian team climbed onto
their elephants to do battle with the Caledonian Cavaliers.
With the TV cameras rolling and Channel 9 Today programme
presenter Cameron Williams in the saddle Australian national
pride was at stake!
The two rookie teams produced an impressive battle that
was as memorable for its missed opportunities as it was for its
triumphs. In the very last seconds of the second chukka Australia
enjoyed a penalty that seemed unmissable… but, showing
uncharacteristic nerves, Cameron missed it. “Cameron Williams
misses AGAIN!” shouted Peter Prentice from the commentary
box as if to push the point home for Australian TV viewers! But

The Secrets To Partying - Jungle Polo Style

into the game Roland Buser was
the first to score for Chopard
taking the Hong Kong-based

”

team 4:0 ahead.

Cameron was to get his moment... As the match moved into
extra time and sudden death the TV presenter didn’t fluff his
next opportunity. Just minutes after the ball returned to play
Cameron finally managed to smash it between the posts to save
his country’s honour and secure his team’s place in the Chopard
Olympic Cup final.
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World Cup semi finals - Powershot Prentice
makes history
Semi and finals day dawned misty and early. Most
uncharacteristically the teams had retired early the previous night
and so declared themselves to be in fine fettle. With World Cup
semi and finals matches to be played as well as the Chopard
Olympic Cup the day promised action aplenty … and delivered.

clockwise from top: Christopher Johnson’s Airey
& Wheeler squad were as dapper off the field as on
it; the Caledonian Cavaliers and the Australian National
Polo Team made an unlikely alliance which extended
to a Celtic cricket bond; Stine Edwards and Marcus
Cronan; David Wildrige proves that there is no end to
his talents; The Airey & Wheeler table, stylish to the end;
Old school friends Kristjan Edwards and Marcus Cronan
were reunitied at WEPA 2007.
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Considering elephant polo is both the the most exotic, and exuberant,
form of polo in the world it comes as no surprise that the social events
that surround the World Championships are unsurpassed.
Throughout the week-long sport and social gathering AV Jim Edwards
plays host to the best-dressed jungle set ever seen at Tiger Tops Jungle
Lodge in Nepal!
Elegant headwear and riding boots are donned for safari soirees at the
jungle’s edge, with black tie and national dress for cocktail parties on
the most beautiful lawn on the planet beyond which rhino, elephant and
tigers roam before the awe-inspiring backdrop of the Himalaya.
Upon their return to Kathmandu guests and players gather for the
legendary social climax of the tournament that is the ‘WEPA Dogleg Dinner
Dance’. The inspired creation of Chivas’ own legend Peter Prentice back
in 1988, the glamour, fun and exuberance of the Dogleg Dinner makes it
one of the most sought after social invitations in the polo world, attracting
celebrities such as Tenzin Choegyal, Stephanie Powers and The Duke
and Duchess of Argyll, to name but a few.

“Just one and a half minutes

clockwise: The All Mahout Challenge between Tiger
Tops and National Parks was a battle that saw probably the
best elephant polo players on the planet evenly matched;
The Australian National Polo Team fight frantically to close
the gap on Tiger Tops Tuskers in the Chopard Olympic Cup
final; The best in the business, National Parks and Tiger Tops
mahouts with their charges.
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within seconds the Hong Kong captain enjoyed just that as
his team won their place in the 2007 World Cup final.
In what proved to be the game of the tournament, and very
possibly one of the greatest games of all time in the history
of elephant polo, Chivas Regal did battle with National Parks
in the second World Cup semi-final. Opening at 5:5 with the
teams equally handicapped, the scoreboard was to move into
double figures in what can only be described as a ‘thriller’.
At times the match resembled tennis more than elephant
polo as eight of the world’s most experienced players belted
the ball from one end of the field to the other. National Parks
drew first blood, but Raj Kalaan answered almost immediately
for Chivas before Peter ‘Powershot’ Prentice scored again
within minutes to take his team ahead 7:6 at the end of the
first chukka.
As play resumed the crowd were on their feet - and
they stayed there! At the two-minute mark Peter made a
field-long dash with possession but his goal attempt went
uncharacteristically wide. He repeated the feat just seconds
later, successfully taking Chivas 8:6 ahead with seven minutes
left to play. Within a minute, proving truly unstoppable he
belted the ball through the posts from the mid-field point to
increase the Chivas lead to 9:6. Surely there was no stopping
the Scottish squad?
It is often said that Ram Pritt’s National Parks team should
never be underestimated - and so they were to prove. Ravi
Shar broke through the Chivas defence with six minutes left
to play to score a consummately confident goal and, within

seconds, did so again with a diagonal strike from midfield
that brought his team to just one goal behind, 9:8, with two
minutes left on the clock.
It appeared that he was to repeat the feat a third time
when Peter smashed the ball out of play in frantic defence.
Ravi took the resulting hit in with one and a half minutes to
play only to have a high-power goal attempt blocked in mid
air by Peter. A desperate battle followed within inches of the
Chivas goal until, with just eights seconds left, National Parks
scored to draw level at 9:9. The match of the century would
move into extra time and be decided by the ‘golden goal’.
Brilliance is often delivered under pressure, but no one
expected the display that unfolded. Within the first minute of
play Peter ‘Unstopabble, Powershot, Powerhouse’ Prentice
practically galloped up the field on his small attack elephant
to intercept the ball in midair, at elephant shoulder height.
With the ball approaching fast, Peter lined up and fired it
back from halfway up the field, returning the ball with interest
as it flew over the defending elephants’ heads, and between
the posts of the Nepal goal on a trajectory that was set for
the moon. It was not only the golden goal, but a moment of

below: Tiger Tops Tuskers were victorious in the Chopard Olympic Cup final
against Australia.
bOTTOM: Janek Gazecki demonstrates that he is apparently made of rubber with a
remarkable 360 degree rotation as he fights for possession from ‘Hungry’ Jack Cowin.
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As thousands flocked to the jungle sides of the field the
bicycle park filled up and school buses disgorged hundreds
of enthusiastic school children to the far end of the pitch
while VIP guests took their seats in front of the players’ tents
and WEPA headquarters from where the game’s founder AV
Jim Edwards oversaw proceedings throughout.
As the sun burned the last of the morning mist off the
field Chopard Hong Kong and the Indian Tigers rode onto
the field. With Peter Prentice performing ‘stick chick’ duties
for his Tiger-playing wife, Sam, Geoffrey Dobbs took to the
microphone as play got underway. With both teams wellmatched, and both handicapped at two goals, some frenzied
battles broke out between Bjorn Richardson, the Tigers’
powerhouse hitter, and Chopard’s Roland Buser. With just
three minutes left to play Roland finally broke free to score.
Bjorn almost managed to reply in the final seconds of the
first chukka but the ball went wide. As the whistle blew the
scoreboard stood at 3:2 in Chopard’s favour to the delight
of thousands of Nepali school children who were once again
chanting their hearts out for the Hong Kong-based team!
The second chukka remained nail-biting and with five
minutes left to play the score remained unchanged. Suddenly
Roland broke out with possession, pursued frantically by
Bjorn to score and extend Chopard’s lead to 4:2. “Three
goals, three minutes - no problem!” Yelled Peter Prentice
from the sidelines to his wife Sam. But it was not to be. As
the clock ticked down Geoffrey Dobbs declared over the
mike that he could, “Feel Dave Garcia sensing victory”, and
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Beaten but not out!
In retrospect, despite the fact that they didn’t get to take
the trophy home to Scotland, Chivas Scotland can hold
their heads up high as the top-performing team of the
tournament. Indeed, excluding handicap, Chivas Scotland
won five out of six games, and drew the final, with the best
goal difference of the championships of +19 in the qualifiers,
and +26 in total (including knock-out stages) vs Chopard HK
who managed an actual goal difference of -1 in the qualifiers
and +3 in total.
As a result of this performance Chivas Scotland has now
moved up to No. I in the World Rankings, overtaking last
year’s winners Angus Estates and the Nepal national team,
National Parks.
Hence, Chivas Scotland will now be the team to beat for
WEPA 2008, especially as Chopard Hong Kong is likely to
face a significant increase in handicap following the 2007
triumph and Nepal may well see its handicap drop to four.

unparalleled elephant polo history. 10:9 to Chivas… Chivas
Regal would play Chopard Hong Kong in the final. “Ecstatic!”
was the most the super-goaler could utter as he dismounted!
“I think that’s the best elephant polo goal I’ve ever seen!”
shouted Geoffrey Dobbs on the microphone, while Australian
pro Janek Gazecki simply shook his head in amazement and
said, “Wow, they’re good!”
Chopard Olympic Cup final - Tuskers Triumph
As the jubilant Chivas team prepared themselves for the
final at the refreshment tent and Chopard Hong Kong did
likewise with 40 winks in their team tent, attention turned to the
final for the Chopard Olympic Cup between Tiger Tops Tuskers
and Australia. Piped onto the field in procession to line up and
salute the game’s founder AV Jim Edwards and his Guest of
Honour, Celia Garcia, representing Chopard, in a moment of
pure ceremony and tradition, the rookie rabble earned Jim’s
wry criticism as they fumbled their stick salute. “Haven’t
you done this before?!” remonstrated the father of elephant
polo with a smile. “Aussie! Aussie! Aussie!”, screamed the
Australian team, probably as much to calm their nerves as for
the rolling TV cameras, while Tiger Tops Tuskers showed quiet,
refined restraint.
What got off to a slow start rapidly developed into a
nail-biter. Michael Loughman was the first to score to move
Australia ahead, but Jack Edwards rapidly found the form he
had demonstrated the day before to break through and score
for Tiger Tops Tuskers. “Ladies and Gentlemen, we have a
match on our hands!” proclaimed Peter Prentice from the
commentary box.
The Australian defence tightened as the game progressed
and it was a bout of particularly close-quarter play that provided
opportunity for Jack Edwards in the final seconds of the first
chukka when a defending Australian elephant took offence
to another. As the offended elephant trumpeted his dislike of
another and put the brakes on a hole opened up in front of the
Australian goal giving Jack the opportunity to score - which he
EQUESTRIO January/February 2008
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David Wildrige moves in fast, but not fast enough, as David Kast strikes for Tickle
and the Ivories.
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World Cup final - Chopard crowned
World Champions
As a Yeti Airlines charter delivered more VIPs to watch Nepal’s
sporting highlight of the year Chopard Hong Kong and Chivas
Scotland prepared for their final. Chopard did this by resting in the
cool of their tent while the Chivas boys donned trainers and armed
themselves with cricket bats to play in the ‘Ashes’, the traditional

clockwise from top: Australia ride home; AV Jim Edwards and Tia Rongsen
celebrate with Chopard Hong Kong; The fastest game of the week, the semi-final
between National Parks and Chivas Scotland was a nail-biter that went into extra time.
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duly did. As the whistle blew the ball nudged across the line to
bring the teams level at 3:3 at half-time.
As play resumed the Australians were quick to attack, but again
Jack Edwards broke through the green and yellow defence to move
the Tuskers ahead 4:3. Cameron Williams answered with a goal for
Australia but Jack once again proved too quick and too accurate
for the Antipodeans and with just two minutes to go he lived up to
family tradition with another goal to put his team 5:4 ahead of the
Aussie raiders.
“Take your time and do it right” yelled ‘Hungry’ Jack Cowin as
the Aussie’s lined up for their best shot at equalizing in the match
that meant everything to them. Rob Thomas took the final crucial
hit for Australia as the seconds ticked away. It looked like a certain
goal… but Jack Edwards stormed into defence to block it and,
as the final whistle sounded the score stood at 5:4 to Tiger Tops
Tuskers. As Jack led his victorious team off the field his father, AV
Jim Edwards, rose from his front row seat, “Please excuse me”,
he said with pride to the visiting Ambassadors and dignitaries he
was hosting, “I shall go and kiss my son!”
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the score still stood at 4:0. “Time for a serious chat”, said Peter as
he dismounted and led his team into a huddle to discuss tactics.
The Silver Fox, Raj Kalaan, was the first to break the Chivas
duck when play resumed, followed rapidly by another superb goal
from Peter. But, despite four very close misses, including a penalty
save by Chopard, Chivas struggled to convert their natural class
and good play into goals as Chopard blocked and defended in an
attempt to slow the game down and take seconds off the clock.
By halfway through the second chukka Peter’s squad had
clawed their way back to 6:4. Victory was still a long way off, but the
climb no longer appeared insurmountable. But, Roland Buser was
still on form and broke free with possession to score his second goal
of the match taking the Chopard lead to 7:4 with just three minutes
to go. By this time Peter Prentice, the Silver Fox, and their team
mates were, by their own admission afterwards, simply “running out
of puff” as their earlier semi-final exertions took their toll. As the final
ten seconds of the World Cup final ticked by nothing that Chivas
had left to offer could prevent the inevitable… Chopard Hong Kong
lifted the WEPA World Cup aloft at the end of a magnificent and
truly colourful tournament.
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clockwise from top LEFT: A record 12 teams contested WEPA 2007; True
heroes, the mahout players from National Parks and Tiger Tops; Raj Kalaan and
Peter Prentice; Polo playing elephants are highly trained and show great enthusiasm
for the game - often moving towards the ball almost instinctively.

lunch time cricket match between ‘England’ and Australia. While
the Aussie pack was predominantly truly Antipodean, ‘England’s’
talent was supplemented by a few Scots, a Russian, a Swede and
a Nepali. Despite foreign intervention England, typically, had to
concede defeat!
With the ‘Ashes’ headed Down Under yet again the time had
come for the serious action. Dave Garcia’s Chopard Hong Kong
squad had found great rhythm, thanks largely to the man later named
‘Player of the Tournament’ Roland Buser, and Peter Prentice knew
that his team had a tough match on its hands. Played just two hours
after the emotional and exhausting semi-final against National Parks,
Chivas had a mountain to climb to overcome the three goal handicap
the team would give Chopard. Peter was later to admit that his team
realised how the French must have felt when they took on England
after their victory against the All Blacks in the Rugby World Cup a few
weeks previously!
After the ceremonial parade and salute they were off! Just one
and a half minutes into the game Roland Buser was the first to
score for Chopard taking the Hong Kong-based team 4:0 ahead.
Play moved rapidly from one end of the field to the other. Raj Kalaan
attempted a superbly brave field-long diagonal shot for Chivas,
Peter mounted a frenzied attack again and again, but at half-time
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RIGHT: Christopher Johnson receives the Best Dressed award on behalf of Airey &
Wheeler; Riding elephants home through the jungle at the end of each day’s play is
just about as good as it gets!

The history of elephant polo
Elephant polo is 26 years young. The sport was dreamt up in a
watering hole in St. Moritz by a Scotsman and a British expat:
James Manclark, a former British Olympic toboganner, and
AV Jim Edwards who had made his home in Nepal.
The World Elephant Polo Association (WEPA) was formed
in 1982 at Tiger Tops Jungle Lodge in the Royal Chitwan
National Park in south west Nepal. The game that Manclark
and Edwards developed is a modern version of the one
played in India around the turn of the century by members of
the British aristocracy and WEPA is the first, and paramount,
organisation to host the sport in modern times.
The rules are similar to horse polo, but the pitch is ¾ of
the length (because elephants are slower than horses),
the sticks are longer, and there are some necessary
specific rules - for instance it is a penalty for an elephant
to lie down in front of the goal line. Players are secured
in rope harnesses, with a rope across their thighs, and
rope stirrups.
The primary difference between elephant and horse polo,
apart from the substitution of an elephant for a horse, is that
the elephants are ‘driven’ by their trainers (mahouts). The
mahout controls the elephant with verbal commands and by
applying pressure to the back of the elephant’s ears with his
bare feet. The player’s responsibility is to communicate to the
mahout where he wishes to go - which is easier said than done
considering that most of the mahouts, and ALL the elephants,
only understand Nepali.The WEPA tournament is hosted by
Tiger Tops and takes place at Meghauli each
November/December.
www.elephantpolo.com
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